
Star Gazing 

at the Cuno Hoffmeister Memorial Observatory 

with Lutz von Dewitz 
 

The Namibia Scientific Society cordially invites you along with your family and friends to star gazing at the Cuno 

Hoffmeister Memorial Observatory just south of Windhoek. This guided excursion is ideal for those who would like to 

learn more about the wonders of the fantastic night sky in the southern hemisphere. Human eyes only see a limited 

number of stars, but with the aid of special equipment we may discover a totally new “world in the sky”. 

 

The evening will be mainly dedicated to the Planet Jupiter who will be at the closes point to Earth at that time. We start 

with an introduction to the Namibian night sky and a presentation on Planet Jupiter in the lecture hall. Afterwards we will 

use the 14” reflector on the observatory to look at Jupiter as well Saturn and some other interesting deep sky objects. 

Discover the universe with us! Questions and answers in both English and German. 

 
         

  

 When: Saturday, 24 September 2022  
              Time: 18h00 – 21h00  

          How: own transport  

         Where: Cuno Hoffmeister Memorial Observatory, Windhoek 

          Price: NSS-members and immediate family: N$ 290.00 per person 

      Non-members: N$ 350.00 per person 

      Children under 12 years: N$ 220.00 

 

 

 

 

 

The price includes a Brötchen, tea, coffee and guided star gazing. Please bring your own drinks.  

Most important: take warm clothes and a wooly hat or beanie; we shall spend most of the time outside!  

10 participants only. Kindly confirm your participation as soon as possible by sending your booking form.  

 

Directions: 

Drive along the national road B 1 in the direction of Rehoboth. Shortly before you cross the first bridge, turn left into the 

road  D1504  towards the Harmony Centre (you will see a big sign board). Turn left again after you have driven approx.  

2 km. Pass through the farm gate in the direction of the Harmony Centre. You will reach the Cuno Hoffmeister Memorial 

Observatory shortly after the turn off – approx. 300 m at the left hand side.  

 

 

   Full disk view of Jupiter, taken by 
the Hubble Space Telescope in 2020 
2020 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hubble_Space_Telescope

